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Producto: de la transferencia 
de riesgo/dinero a una cadena 
de valor integral de riesgo

Tech: De rezagado a 
vanguardista

Asociaciones: de poseer a 
armar y organizar la cadena 
de valor

La experiencia del cliente: 
de transacciones 
financieras a interacción 
continua

• Mejor comprensión

• Verdadera ayuda

• Servicios embebidos

• Personalización

• Basado en comportamiento

• Un negocio de información

• Un negocio de personas

• Puntos de control 
estratégicos

• Modificar interacciones

• Asociarse, no construir

• Mercado individual

• No es el dinero

• Puntos de contacto mas 
frecuentes

• Construir relacionamiento

Cuatro nuevos paradigmas están emergiendo y darán forma al futuro de la industria 
de seguros

Aseguradores exitosos entregaran “tranquilidad” de una manera eficiente y personalizada

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We expect players in the P&C ecosystem to change their business model and deliver “peace of mind” in a tailored and efficient way: Transform from risk/cash transfer to a holistic value chain of riskTransform from laggard to front‐runner in technology and socio-economic changeTransform from owning to orchestrating the value chainTransform from numbers to customer empathyThis is an interesting time for the industry as the world is changing: customers have new demands and new abilities to judge you and make decisions, and the nature of business is changing thanks to new technology and changing expectations. We see a bright future for the P&C sector and believe that it will continue to play many important roles in society
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No es fácil identificar las expectativas del cliente y oportunidades más allá de lo obvio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drivers of customer experience transformation effortsWhy are we seeing so much interest in transforming the customer experience? There are a number of drivers that are converging. In less than a decade, our society has moved from a static and transactional application of technology to one that is connected, mobile, and collaborative. We have experienced a wave of new technologies spanning driverless cars, drones, wearables, artificial intelligence, and big data, to name a few.  Customer expectations are changing dramatically. Millennials expect a very different experience than insurers have been able to deliver in the past. The instant access to data, people, services, and products is an inherent need for millennials, a generation that grew up with the Internet. The expectations created by digital-first companies such as Amazon are now widespread. Their expectations are increasingly driven by experience in non-insurance categories. I can see where my Uber car is real-time – why can’t I tell if my claim check has been issued. I can custom assemble a new personal computer online with instant knowledge of all the options available and the price associated with them – why can’t I tell what additional insurance options are available and what they cost. I can get recommendations from Amazon on what I might like and what others like me are purchasing – why can’t I get good recommendation from a carrier to help me compile the best package of coverages, terms and conditions to suit my profile. Many carriers have completed or substantially completed their core system replacement and now have underlying technologies that enable more sophisticated processes. Data is more readily available and so can be used to drive a personalized relationship. Coordinating data across multiple channels, combining internal and external data to deliver a personalized transaction, and continually engaging with the customer in meaningful ways require digital capabilities.But Identifying customer expectations and opportunities beyond the obvious is not easy.
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La experiencia del cliente está ganando la atención de la mayoría de las 
aseguradoras

Obtener consejo Seleccionar 
seguro

Cambios a 
póliza

Recibir y pagar 
factura

Seleccionar 
producto y 

características

Gestionar un 
siniestro

Interacciones de valor agregado
Personalización, análisis y recopilación de datos

Herramientas que brindan información transparentemente para permitir decisiones
Función única, back-end de TI y Operaciones

Puntos 
de Contacto 
del Cliente

Customer
Journey

de Ejemplo

Sistemas
de Soporte

Socios

Empleados

Broker

Telefono

Web/Movil

Paraguas de marca unificada entregada consistentemente a través de canales y puntos de contacto

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A customer centric approach involves designing business processes from a customer perspective, not a product or process perspective. The underlying assumption is that a superior customer experience will drive retention and perhaps improve new business. Which makes sense. After all, it’s pretty evident that customers are demanding a different relationship model from their insurers. If you’re like most insurers, your firm has embarked on the latest trend – customer journey mapping. Journey mapping, the process of defining the customer experience, is an activity that has been gaining in popularity over the last two years. It’s a terrific exercise – intended to identify how customers engage with your firm through every type of interaction – personal, machine, or paper. Carriers are using this technique to document the existing customer experience in order to identify areas to improve. Most companies who are journey mapping are focused on optimizing the interactions between the policyholder and the insurer - the claims process, the ease of self service activities such as paying a bill, and customer interactions through call centers or other modes. But until someone is actually a customer, those types of transactions don’t occur. This means the buying experience is also critical and should also be mapped. For personal lines that often translates to the online experience. For commercial lines, the interaction with an agent drives the perception of the carrier. And the agent judges their experience with the carrier based on the ease of getting a quote, the responsiveness of the underwriter, and the availability of appropriate products and prices, among other factors. So carriers are working to define an extraordinary experience for customers. They’re defining personas, mapping the new business acquisition process, the billing process, claims, complaint handling, customer inquiries, and all the major processes that occur along the value chain when customers interact with carriers. But here’s the problem. Carriers are focusing on optimizing all those places where the customer and the carrier interact according to the traditional value chain such as that shown in this chart. Now don’t get me wrong. There is nothing wrong with this. Carriers SHOULD make sure that interactions are optimized. Focusing on automating decisions, automating correspondence, and using workflow to assure tasks are completed in a timely manner can have a dramatic effect on delivering a consistently good experience. Omni-channel, real time, digitization – all those trendy words – are very relevant here. But it’s not enough. While efforts have been made to drive effectiveness for these insurance processes from an internal perspective, there are still many areas where improvements are possible from a customer perspective. The carriers’ value chain is not the value chain from a customer’s perspective. Customers don’t think of the insurance experience as linear or as discrete steps as depicted in a traditional journey map or value chain. Customers don’t think about insurance, they have needs.
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Cadena de Valor del Asegurado

Involve me Know me

Help me recover
from losses

Help me 
prevent losses

Help me 
protect 
myself

Talk 
to me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does a new model for customer experience look like? From a policyholder perspective it involves a number of different components. Know Me. Know who I am. When I call in, know what policies I have inforce, where I’m at in the billing cycle and whether I’ve had a claim. Know what’s going on in my life. If I call to cancel my home owners policy, a carrier should respond differently if I’m canceling because I’ve been promoted and am buying a bigger home, if I’m having a new child and moving to a better school district, have lost my job and am moving into mom’s basement, or simply want a lower price. Know how I want to be communicated with, and how frequently. Know when it’s right to sell me a new product and know when it’s not right. If I call in with a claim, know what vehicles I have on my policy and who the drivers are. Help me protect myself. Protect my information including credit card data. Create good products that cover the risks that I have – both traditional and newly emerging. Provide the terms and conditions that I need based on my personal situation. Give me advice. You know what others like me typically buy - tell me so I can make a good decision. Help me prevent losses. You don’t want them and I don’t want them. And you have a lot more knowledge than I do about what causes losses and how to keep them from happening. Provide home monitoring devices to notify me of water leakage. Let me communicate via video with an expert who can give me advice. Help me recover from losses. And that doesn’t just mean writing a check. 9000 people in Northern California lost their homes in a wildfire in 2017. While they may have a check in their hands, they haven’t recovered until they are back in their homes. Provide concierge services to help me find a good contractor. Connect me with a nurse or vocational rehabilitation services to get me back to work. Monitor and collaborate with the contractors to assure they stay on track. Talk to me. Be proactive and let me know what is going on. And talk to me in the way I prefer to communicate for the type of event. Send me a text if I need to make a payment – and let me pay by texting back. Chat with me on Facebook if I have questions about my coverage needs. For example in commercial insurance, Provide an online collaborative environment that allows my risk manager to work with loss control, claims and my agent to work together on managing my risk management program – across locations and jurisdictions. Involve me. Today’s consumers are more knowledgeable than ever and want to be involved in the decisions about their financial security. Make the process transparent and include them in the decisions. Provide transparency in the costs of different products and the options available. Include me in planning the loss control program. Give me control over some of the claims process (for example through video assessment). Make fast and easy. I don’t have time to wait. Use data prefill to reduce data entry. Or let me take a picture and provide me with a quote (selfie-Lapetus or plate number). Add in predictive modelling to support straight through processing and provide tailored advice (for example type of coverage based on zip code/location). Let me ask Alexa how much I owe on my bill – and then tell her to pay it. Add in a gamification feature to make it fun (for example adding a feature that throws in coins + sound of coins – cashin cashin – every time you get a discount while in a quote). Then allow me to apply it to lower deductibles or increase limits. Majority opts for these instead of just lowering the price. It also increased 30% the conversion ratio. Customer feels they are part of the process and its transparent to them (and personalized).And keep it cheap. I don’t want to pay any more than I should. Optimize pricing for me based on my behaviors, not just my demographics. Keep your own expenses down by running things in the cloud, utilizing fraud analytics, and automating where possible. 
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• Vista 360 del cliente
• Inteligencia artificial
• Segmentación
• Machine learning
• Análisis de sentimiento
• Tecnologías cognitivas
• Biometría
• Genoma
• Sensores/IoT
• CRM

• Core policy systems
• Desktop de suscripción
• Configurador de producto
• Motor de asesoría
• Blockchain
• Motores de decisiones en tiempo real

• Soluciones de control de perdida
• Hogar conectado
• Vehículo conectado
• Ponibles
• Gestión de riesgos
• Realidad aumentada
• Realidad virtual
• Drones
• Sensores

• Core claims
• Servicios
• Reconocimiento de 

Imágenes
• Drones
• Realidad aumentada

• Chatbot
• Video
• NLP
• Segmentación dinámica
• Móvil
• Lenguaje natural
• Social 

• Pre-carga de datos
• RPA
• STP
• Modelos predictivos• Colaboración

• Gamification
• Mensajería instantánea
• Realidad virtual
• Social

• RPA
• Automatizacion
• Optimizacion de precios
• STP

• Nube
• Microservicios
• Analitica de fraude

• Pagos automáticos
• Chatbots
• Core billing

Entregar esta experiencia requiere nuevas capacidades digitales

• Realidad virtual
• Revisión de factura
• Estimación por video
• Inteligencia artificial
• Machine learning
• Procesamiento de pagos

Involve me Know me

Help me recover
from losses

Help me 
prevent losses

Help me 
protect 
myself

Talk 
to me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delivering on these expectations can’t be done only using the applications found in a traditional core application architecture. This requires many kinds of technologies to deliver – mobile, cloud, data and analytics, chatbots, advice engines, esignature, social integration, gamification, natural language processing, and integrations to back end systems – core and non-core – to name a few. But here’s (ANOTHER) the problem. If you’re going to go down this path, you’re going to need to assemble an ecosystem of digital capabilities. And the good news is that with the explosion of InsureTech startups, there are a wide number of providers and solutions to choose from – both traditional and non-traditional. The bad news is that if you have to identify each capability, sort through the vendors, and implement and integrate them one at a time, the size of your IT department will double, and any speed to market capabilities you’ve developed will come crashing to a halt. So what is a carrier to do?
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Microservicios, APIs y arquitectura orientada a la nube representan el nuevo 
escenario de evolución de los sistemas centrales de seguros…

Common insurance core system today

SISTEMA COMPONENTIZADO

Channel systems

Orchestration

Product systems

Data

BA

Core Application

Portal

SISTEMA MONOLITICO

Database

C
MICROSERVICIOS

COMPONENTISED SYSTEM

Channel systems

Orchestration

Product systems

Data

B
COMPONENTISED SYSTEM

Channel systems

Orchestration

Product systems

Data

B

COMPONENTISED SYSTEM

Channel systems

Orchestration

Product systems

Data

B

COMPONENTISED SYSTEM

Channel systems

Orchestration

Product systems

Data

B

COMPONENTISED SYSTEM

Channel systems

Orchestration

Product systems

Data

B

COMPONENTISED SYSTEM

Channel systems

Orchestration

Product systems

Data

B

COMPONENTISED SYSTEM

Channel systems

Orchestration

Product systems

Data

B

COMPONENTISED SYSTEM

Channel systems

Orchestration

Product systems

Data

B

Source: Celent

ESTRATEGIA 
DE 

PLATAFORMA 
DE OPEN API

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where the power of a modern core system begins to show tremendous benefits. If you’re one of the lucky carriers that has already completed your core system replacement, you’re probably ahead of the curve – assuming you chose a solution with open APIs. Many core system vendors have focused heavily over the last few years of creating a wide variety of integration techniques to drive ease and speed of integration, including creating open APIs. Open APIs simplify the process of integration. Some vendors are working on re-platforming to a microservices architecture, which, long term, holds out a promise of fast and agile integration allowing you to easily add and delete providers, almost like pulling out one Lego and replacing it with another. Some core system vendors have begun to build out their own digital ecosystem – a set of vendors across both traditional carrier applications as well as emerging technologies – that have been pre-integrated with the core system. We’ve seen vendors with partnerships with drone services, artificial intelligence providers, CRM solutions and a wide variety of other tools. Using a pre-assembled digital ecosystem certainly helps ease the integration path. However, you’re limited to the vendors the core system provider has partnered with. The long term solution will likely be a shift to a micro-services architecture combined with agile implementation and DevOps with much of the solution run in the cloud supported by a strong set of data assets that can be used across multiple solutions. Sound easy yet? 
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Pero, ¿Quién es el cliente?

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

PC Life

Who is the primary customer? 

The policyholder

They are both equally
important constituents

The agent/distributor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And by the way, the policyholder isn’t the only customer35% of PC carriers report that the agent is the primary customer and another 45% say the agent is just as important a customer as the policyholder. While a smaller number on the life side see the agent as the customer, fully half of life carriers report the agent as a customer.  In Life the distribution is more even.
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Cadena de Valor del Agente

Involve me
Know me
Value me

Help me service 
my customers

Help me protect 
my customers

Help me 
grow my 
business

Talk 
to me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And so designing the customer journey for an agent also needs to look at turning the value chain inside out to a more customer centric approach. The agent value chain is similar to a policyholder view, but has some significant differences. Know me – and value me. When I call in, know that I’m a trusted entity that deserves great service. Know the kind of business I write and who my other carriers are. Know how I’m organized, and what our agency’s goals are. Help me grow my business. Some agents may value marketing support, others need fast turnaround, and still others are looking for tools to make it easy to write business while maintaining their margins. Help me protect my customers. Deliver solid products that meet my customer’s needs, underwritten appropriately, and priced fairly. Help me service my customers. Be responsive. Let me process policy changes quickly, or use your service center to serve my customers well. Make it easy for me to see what is going on, and make it easy for me to communicate back to my customer what is happening on their policy, their bill or their claim. Give me tools to help me with my customer’s risk management activities. Talk to me. Be available to talk to me in any mechanism I need. Instant chat with an underwriter? Check. Answering the phone in two rings? Check. Push communications letting me know of customer problems? Check Involve me. Work with me to create a plan of action both for my customers and also for my agency. Make it fast and easy to get things done. I have a stack of things to do, and the more work I have to put into a transaction, the lower my margins. And pay me well. Pay me for the work I do - generating high quality customers that meet your underwriting requirements and don’t penalize me for those things that are out of my control. Deliver preferred agency programs that compensate me in the way that is most motivational to my agency – because you know my agency, and understand our business goals and what we’re trying to accomplish (together). 
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• Vista 360 del cliente
• Inteligencia artificial
• Segmentación
• Machine learning
• Análisis de sentimiento
• Tecnologías cognitivas
• CRM

• Marketing digital
• Venta cruzada
• Redes sociales
• Benchmark de agencias
• Analitica
• Consultoria

• Portal
• Core policy systems
• Motor de asesoría
• Blockchain
• Motores de decisiones en tiempo real

• Core claims
• Servicios
• Reconocimiento de 

Imágenes
• Revisión de factura
• Estimación por video
• Inteligencia artificial
• Procesamiento de 

pagos
• Autoservicio
• Centros de servicio

• Chatbot
• Video
• NLP
• Segmentación dinámica
• Móvil
• Lenguaje natural
• Social 

• Pre-carga de datos
• RPA
• STP

• Colaboración
• Gamification
• Mensajería instantánea
• Realidad virtual
• Social

• Sistemas de comisiones
• Bonos

• Programas de agente preferido
• Gamification

• Modelos predictivos
• Chatbots

La experiencia del cliente para un agente también puede ser mejorada con diferentes 
tipos de tecnologías

• Portal
• Hogar conectado
• Vehículo conectado
• Ponibles
• Soluciones de control 

de perdida
• Gestión de riesgos
• Realidad aumentada
• Realidad virtual
• Drones
• Sensores

Involve me
Know me
Value me

Help me service 
my customers

Help me protect 
my customers

Help me 
grow my 
business

Talk 
to me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This expanded view of an agent experience is not delivered just through a portal, a CRM or a commission system. Again, a wide variety of digital capabilities can be assembled to deliver a differentiated experience. As with the policyholder framework, integrating each of these digital capabilities individually would blow apart IT budgets. While in the short term, insurers will need to implement one at a time, the long term solution is the new architecture of micro-services, open APIs, agile development, Dev Ops, running in the cloud and supported with robust data assets. The implication is that shifting the IT organization and moving to a new architecture to support this coming business need will be just as important an initiative for IT organizations as the actual implementation of these digital capabilities. IT organizations need to start thinking about what their future architecture will look like and begin putting together transition plans.
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Un sistema core moderno es la plataforma básica

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Policy

Billing

Claims

Portal

2018 core system activities

Begin replacement Replacement in progress Significant Enhancements Maintain No Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s core systems – are they turning into tomorrow’s legacy systems as new technologies continue to disrupt? They’re not going anywhere – you have to continue to maintain them.  But also have to build a new digital agile IT infrastructure fit for the future. 
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Para ejecutar eficientemente, las aseguradoras están mirando a la nube…

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

IaaS, Infrastructure as a Service

PaaS, Platform as a Service

SaaS,  Software as a Service

Maintaining current use Significant expansion Some expansion Beginning use Evaluating or piloting No activity

Source: Celent CIO Survey
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…y aceptan cada vez más, inclusive prefieren, ofertas de SaaS

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

Sass will definitely be a big
part of our core system
strategy moving forward

Saas might be useful, but
the jury's still out

For a variety of reasons,
SaaS is probably not for us

I'm not ready to opine
SaaS just yet

2010 2015 2017Source: Celent survey
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Crecen niveles de inversión en nuevas tecnologías

Machine vision

Semantic analysis

Artificial Intelligence

Sentiment analysis tools

Voice recognition

Bots/Robotics/Robo advice

Automated data search

Machine learning techniques

Already invested We will invest  in near future Considering investing No plans I do not know what it is

Source: Celent report: Applying Conversational Commerce to Insurance
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Conducir la transformación organizacional requiere nuevas capacidades

TECNICAS HUMANAS ORGANIZACIONAL

• Sistemas Core
• APIs y Micro servicios
• Nube
• Data, AI, Analítica
• Robótica y 

Automatización
• Ciber Riesgos y 

Seguridad

• Habilidades técnicas
• Habilidades de 

relacionamiento
• Conocimiento de negocio 

amplio Y profundo
• Transformar talento 

existente
• Multi-sourcing

• Cultura de innovación
• Nuevos roles
• Gobierno digital
• Colaboración

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And Driving organizational transformation requires new capabilities: Technical, human and organizational Digital players compete on speed and agility Consumers expect personalized experience – rather than a big vision  they improve every day Legacy architectures make it difficult to do this: long release cycles, batch processing incompatible databases,  etc. And full transformation is slow -  expensive – and  have you just finished?   Are you already outdated now that you’ve finally deployed.  Need to build infrastructure and tools in the cloud Decouple front end and back end  through api layers Build common platforms Harmonize the technology to make it easy to administer Deliver in an agile methodology 



Veamos algunos ejemplos…
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Como luce una experiencia digital del cliente, fácil y rápida

Source: https://lemonade.com/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note use of analytics to drive instant claims payment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flSLI2JmWVE
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El seguro de vida puede ser también fácil.   ¡Y divertido!
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¡Esto me hace feliz!
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¿Quieres ofrecer un mensaje personalizado sin necesidad de utilizar 
personas?

Source: https://sundaysky.com/smartvideo-platform/
Source https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sguI2VTUyIY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sguI2VTUyIY
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Hablando de interacciones…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H26oWs0j-7A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H26oWs0j-7A
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¿Pérdida de agua?  Su teléfono le avisará

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know immediately when water damage occursSensors directly or indirectly connected to insurersInstant communication using policyholder’s preferred modesInsurer app, including FNOLSocial mediaMake a compelling offer of assistance
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HSB ha invertido en Augury, cuya tecnología "escucha" a los sistemas de HVAC

Source: https://www.munichre.com/HSB/augury/index.html and http://www.augury.com/

https://www.munichre.com/HSB/augury/index.html
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John Hancock + Vitality
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Háblame…



Por donde empiezo?
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Superponga el nuevo marco con sus customer journeys existentes
• Vista 360 del cliente
• Inteligencia artificial
• Segmentación
• Machine learning
• Análisis de sentimiento
• Tecnologías cognitivas
• Biometría
• Genoma
• Sensores/IoT
• CRM

• Core policy systems
• Desktop de suscripción
• Configurador de producto
• Motor de asesoría
• Blockchain
• Motores de decisiones en tiempo real

• Soluciones de control de perdida
• Hogar conectado
• Vehículo conectado
• Ponibles
• Gestión de riesgos
• Realidad aumentada
• Realidad virtual
• Drones
• Sensores

• Core claims
• Servicios
• Reconocimiento de 

Imágenes
• Drones
• Realidad aumentada

• Chatbot
• Video
• NLP
• Segmentación dinámica
• Móvil
• Lenguaje natural
• Social 

• Pre-carga de datos
• RPA
• STP
• Modelos predictivos• Colaboración

• Gamification
• Mensajería instantánea
• Realidad virtual
• Social

• RPA
• Automatizacion
• Optimizacion de precios
• STP

• Nube
• Microservicios
• Analitica de fraude

• Pagos automáticos
• Chatbots
• Core billing

• Realidad virtual
• Revisión de factura
• Estimación por video
• Inteligencia artificial
• Machine learning
• Procesamiento de pagos

Involve me Know me

Help me recover
from losses

Help me 
prevent losses

Help me 
protect 
myself

Talk 
to me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overlay the new framework on your existing journey maps to see if the different processes address the components. Does your quoting process show that you know the customer? Does it involve them? How do you talk to them during the process? With this approach most certainly your process and touch points will change.
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Examine las mejores prácticas dentro y fuera de la industria de seguros.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look at best practices within the insurance industry and at best practices outside of the insurance industry as well. Could you use an approach like the Apple App Store to allow policyholders to access risk management information or download podcasts? Could you use an Amazon advice engine approach to let agents know what other “agents like you” are selling? 
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Piense en las nuevas tecnologías emergentes y en cómo podría aprovecharlas dentro 
del nuevo marco

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kENx6zOtQbw

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about new emerging technologies and how you might be able to leverage them within the new framework. For example, How could you use augmented reality in the claims process? Where can artificial intelligence provide advice and insights to a customer? What data will you need? What new data sources can you get? What tools will be needed to apply the data?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kENx6zOtQbw
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Identificar las capacidades digitales específicas necesarias para ejecutar la visión.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course designing the experience is the easy part. Next comes the hard work of identifying the specific digital capabilities necessary to execute on the vision, identifying the emerging and enabling technologies to use, 
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Evaluar las nuevas necesidades de datos
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
and assessing the data needs. Some carriers have teams that are responsible for watching emerging technologies and thinking about how they can be used. Others attend InsurTech conferences to learn about the latest ideas and find partners who can supply the technologies. 
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Reevaluar su arquitectura. ¿Cómo diseñarás y documentarás tu nueva arquitectura? 
¿Y cuál es la hoja de ruta para llegar allí?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start reassessing your architecture. How will you design and document your new architecture? And what is the roadmap for getting there?
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The greatest change in 
corporate culture – and the 

way business is being 
conducted – may be the 
accelerated growth of 

relationships based… on 
partnerships.  

Peter Drucker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you define your IT roadmap, Don’t think you have to build it all yourself. Rely on partners. Many core system vendors are now working on creating digital ecosystems and shifting to a microservices architecture
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Prioriza tus esfuerzos con éxitos rápidos

Ill
us

tra
tiv

e

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And don’t think you have to do it all at once. Take a step back and gauge the options and level of achievability. Conduct small pilots to test and learn. 
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También hay un aspecto cultural a considerar. El cambio es difícil y puede requerir 
nuevas habilidades

Technology / agility People / culture Organization

Digital players don’t do “grand 
designs” but continuously 
improve their offering – build-up 
this capability!

Find enabling technology –
while waiting for full re-
platforming

Be honest
• Competition for talent from 

more “sexy” employers

Transform where possible – use 
alternatives where needed (e.g., 
M&A, partners, outsourcing, 
subsidiary)

Move towards a “post silo” 
organization
• Customer-centric 
• Collaborative
• Learning
• Balance stability / revolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a cultural aspect to consider as well. Remember that new skillsets will likely be needed – both in customer experience design, and in using new technologies. Recruit talent from outside the firm if needed. Consider the cultural changes that occur as you unite the silos across a different kind of framework. Lead from the top to build buy-in for the change. For CIOs:Don’t align with the business – be the business Earn a seat at the tableCIO can have a uniquely comprehensive perspective of organization Use that perspective to ad value to C levelUnderstand the impact of it to business.  Spread that understanding throughout your orgCreate a unified culture – do not foster us and them mentality Operate at the speed of businessUnderstand business tie frames and foster a culture of urgency Educate business on what is possible and what resources could be deployed to meet whatever timeframe they want Let them make an informed tradeoff Use position at the table to guide planning and help set realistic expectations. Digital transformation will not take place overnight. The process is complex and reaches across all parts of the business. A functional approach may optimize traditional silo’d processes, but to create a holistic experience, insurers will need to unite them. In some firms, we see this as the responsibility of a chief digital officer. Other firms have added a new role, the chief customer experience officer. While not every carrier can support these roles, the good news (or is it bad news for you?) is that insurers of all sizes are actively pursuing the digital transformation of their business models to enhance customer centricity and transform the customer experience.
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• Digitizing the Customer Experience: A New Framework
• The New Architecture for Core Systems: What It Is and How Quickly Vendors Are 

Adopting It
• The New Recipe That Is Changing Insurance
• The New Build Vs. Buy Debate: Is This the Agony of the Core Insurance Package?
• Honey, I Shrunk the Services: Microservices and Insurance
• Applying Conversational Commerce to Insurance: Aligning IT to the Machine World
• Building Your DevOps Chops: A New IT Approach Aimed at Faster/Better/Cheaper
• Building Digital Insurance Products
• What’s Next in P&C Policy Administration Systems
• Robotic Process Automation in Insurance

Want to learn more? 

https://www.celent.com/insights/352591130
https://www.celent.com/insights/123480867
https://www.celent.com/insights/594345481
https://www.celent.com/insights/849781943
https://www.celent.com/insights/749981389
https://www.celent.com/insights/987818479
https://www.celent.com/insights/590946836
https://www.celent.com/insights/382383566
https://www.celent.com/insights/780492702
https://www.celent.com/insights/684259660
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